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ResearchGate is the largest professional network for scientists;
it enables researchers to connect
with colleagues, build their scientific network and collaborate
with one another using numerous applications that are unique
to the scientific platform. After
just three years, the network has
attracted over 1,000,000 members and the community is continuing to grow at an incredible
rate internationally.

Every researcher is equipped with a personal Profile designed to resemble a
research CV. Their Profile summarizes the researcher`s interests, education,

projects, experiences, contact details and much more. The Profile also provides
a personal publication index and a Library for journal articles, conference

proceedings, book chapters and patents. The Library lets other researchers
know what their favorite papers are and who else is reading them. It also provides
a quick way to bookmark
papers and the possibility
to

export

metadata

into

their reference management
software. The personal Blog

enables researchers to publish
interesting news and insights
to a broad academic audience.

To keep up to date and stay

“ResearchGate is
the leading professional
network for scientists.“
American Scientist, Aug, 2010

connected, researchers can
follow each other`s Profiles in

order to automatically receive updates within their news feed and a messaging
service allows users to contact one another directly. The Network Graph

visualizes a researcher`s connections, groups, publications and offers an
interactive way to discover content on the ResearchGate platform. ResearchGate

takes privacy seriously: Members always have full control over the visibility of
any data and information they provide on their Profile.

www.researchgate.net

The ideal sphere for scientific exchange and collaboration

Discussion Groups

ResearchGate has thousands of academic Groups from Cancer Biology to Rhizospheric Science. Users can join various Groups to discuss with like-minded researchers and to work

collaboratively in an interactive environment. Researchers can also create their own Groups

and invite fellow researchers to join. Group founders can create public Groups open for all

ResearchGate users to view and join or private ones to share more confidential matters. Every Group has its own discussion board, providing an interactive way for members to carry

out discussions and ask others for advice or tips. The Group feed is linked to the discussion
board and the latest Group comments will be included in the feed. Group members can co-

edit documents and share data sets using the unique file sharing tool. They can download
or update files, put a flag on files that are being worked on and see the previous versions of

each file. Members are also able to create and schedule appointments within the Group and

create interactive polls. The Group admin can send messages to all Group members as a way
of keeping everyone up to date.

Keeping scientists informed
and connected

Newsfeed

The Newsfeed enables users to share updates, results and resources with their network
in real-time - making it easier for scientists to stay connected and informed. As well as

enabling users to share messages, they can also attach images, files, publications and
links to their message at the click of a button. Researchers can connect their newsfeed
to various other networks or blogging platforms such as LinkedIn and Twitter to reach

a wider audience and each time researchers post a message they can refine to which
network it is sent out to.
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Providing interactive access to a wealth of scientific knowledge

Publications

ResearchGate`s internal Literature search engine allows users to search through seven
major databases and over 1,000 Open Access databases simultaneously, including Pubmed, ArXiv, IEEE and CiteSeer among others. The unique Similar Abstract Search Engine

(SASE) performs semantic analysis of an entire abstract to find related articles. Research-

ers can also paste their abstracts into the Journal Finder to see which scientific journals
their work would be relevant to.

Every publication within ResearchGate`s Literature is accompanied by a series of details
and interactive features. The author`s and reader`s Profiles are linked to the publication.

Researchers can post comments or queries and share the article within their network.

A list of similar publications is also provided making it easy for researchers to discover
related literature.

“Social Networking that
is radically transforming
collaboration in
research.“
Business Week, Jan., 2011

“ResearchGate is
emerging as the leader in
the race to unify global
scientific research.“
BostInnovation, Sept. 2010

Self-Archiving Publications

Self-Archiving; the so called “green route” to open access is a way of making full-text articles available to the public for free.

It`s a unique feature to ResearchGate. Researchers can upload their published journal articles directly onto their personal
Profile pages. The ResearchGate publication index is automatically matched with the SHERPA RoMEO data set of journal
and publisher`s self-archiving agreements.

As a result, authors can find out which versions of their articles they can legally upload. Since nine out of ten journals allow self-archiving, this project gives thousands of researchers immediate access to articles that are not yet freely available.
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Informing about conferences and scientific events

Events

Events on ResearchGate provide extensive information about scientific conferences and

events occurring worldwide, all in one place. Members are able to communicate with

those attending or interested through discussions and feedback features and find out

more about sessions and speakers. All ResearchGate members can create an event in a
matter of minutes and follow conferences to keep informed.

“Niche social networking
is radically transforming
collaboration in research
as scientists discover that
opening up and sharing
knowledge reduces
redundancy. In a world
where success is often built
on the back of painstaking
trial and error, ResearchGATE
promises to make a truly
great difference. “
The Daily Maverick, Jan. 2011

“Often, researchers work in a
vacuum. They can be stuck on
a problem blocking progress
on their research that someone
on the other side of the world
has already solved. Yes, there’s a
wealth of information online and
in scientific journals, but what
if there were one central place
online where a researcher could
ask a question and someone else
could answer it? “
The New York Times, Feb. 2010
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Connecting scientists to their ideal careers

Research Jobs

ResearchGate is the largest social network for scientists and researchers, designed for

cooperation and exchange of scientific knowledge in the world. Among many tools, the
platform offers an international job board where you can find new job opportunities
and PhD programs covering all scientific disciplines.

“We have posted our
Synthetic Organic Chemist
positions to ResearchGate.
net. We received a great
number of applications ...
the outstanding performance
of ResearchGate ... we will
definitely use ResearchGate.
net again.”
Fox Holt, CEO, Orthogonal Inc.

“From our first posting with
ResearchGate, we received
the applicant that we
offered the job.”
Oklahoma Medical Research
Foundation

ResearchGate’s Job board lists hundreds of job vacancies in science and research offering a full job description detail-

ing the key attributes that the ideal candidate should possess. The job search can be filtered by keyword, position,
field and country.

Jobs by specific Discipline

Biology 27%
Education 6%
Economics 8%
Computer Science 9%
Physics 10%

Medicine 18%
Chemistry 12%
Engineering 11%

The most common publication of job offers are from the pharmaceutical in-

dustry, chemistry, biotechnology, engineering, medical and offers from universities, academic institutions and research institutes.

The World of Science is changing; our Job board helps the researcher to be
part of it.

Research jobs: http://www.researchgate.net/jobs
More information about the Job board: http://www.researchgate.net/jobs/free-posting
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